Chevy venture turn signal problems

Chevrolet Venture owners have reported 6 problems related to turn signal under the exterior
lighting category. The most recently reported issues are listed below. Also please check out the
statistics and reliability analysis of Chevrolet Venture based on all problems reported for the
Venture. The contact owns a Chevrolet Venture. The contact stated that while driving at 30 mph,
there was a strong odor of burning wires. The contact mentioned that while attempting to park,
the turn signal lamps failed to illuminate. The contact parked and observed that the lamps were
melted and the bulbs were dark. The vehicle was not diagnosed or repaired. The manufacturer
was notified of the failure. The approximate failure mileage was , See all problems of the
Chevrolet Venture. I have a chevy Venture and when I purchased it, I noticed that the turn
signals would start blinking real fast on the dash. When I would look at them on the outside they
were blinking fine, as was the dash lights. This happened several times, so I thought that it was
just the bulbs themselves. Then on March 29, , I noticed a little puff of smoke come from the
headlight area when my wife pulled into our driveway. I luckily had a bulb from another car to
replace it, but when I took the assembly out and went to turn the connector to replace the bulb,
and noticed it was hot. Thinking that something did not seem right, I let it cool down and then
removed it. What I saw was the connector that holds the bulb was black and melted. It actually
melted to the bulb itself. I looked at the bulb and it was still good, other than the bottom plastic
part. The white smoke I had seen was either the connector catching on fire and melting or the
melting of the plastic itself. I never saw any flames. I cannot afford to replace the connector, nor
would I risk my family's life, so I have no turn signal. Then worse part is the driver side light was
doing the same thing as the passenger, but it has since stopped and is working properly now
that the passenger side bulb has been removed. Lights in front keep shorting out turn signal
and night. Assembly fell apart both front. Rear lighting assembly insides burned up 3 of the 6
connectors. Have replaced lights, fuses, etc at least once a month for the last year for the front
lights. I purchased my chevy Venture van 1year ago. Ever since I bought it the driver side brake
light has gone out several times. Each time my husband replaced the bulb and noticed that it
was melted at the connection site. Now the passenger side is starting to have the same
problem! I was stopped by a lady the other day who told me that now apparently my turn signals
on the back of the van are not working as well. I paid alot of money for this van 1year ago and it
has multiple problems and it seems strange to me that it is the same problems that I see on this
report all the time! I have always bought gm, but I bought pontiac minivans. I will continue to do
so in the future as soon as I can sell this one!. My mother purchased the vehicle brand new in ,
it has been a problem since she brought it home. Turn signals have never worked properly,
headlights fill up with water causing them to burn out, interior lights don't work properly. I
acquired the vehicle after her passing in The van only has miles on it and I've had to replace the
lights 6 times since I've had it. When she had it she took it back to the dealership several times
only to have the same problems happen again. I recently ran into someone that was in the same
make, model and yr vehicle at a gas station, he asked me if I had any electrical issues and of
course I said yes. This van is a disaster waiting to happen. Why is there not a recall on this
lemon?. Design problem; due to the parking lights staying illuminated, consumer states that
when approaching a intersection after stopping, other drivers believe the turn signal is on and
driver is making a turn. When actually he is continuing to go straight on same road. Car
Problems. Turn Signal problem of the Chevrolet Venture 1. Turn Signal problem of the Chevrolet
Venture 2. Turn Signal problem of the Chevrolet Venture 3. Turn Signal problem of the Chevrolet
Venture 4. Turn Signal problem of the Chevrolet Venture 5. Turn Signal problem of the Chevrolet
Venture 6. Problem Category Number of Problems Headlights problems Headlights problems.
Brake Light problems. Headlight Concealment Device problems. Tail Light problems. Tail Light
Switch problems. Exterior Lighting problems. Brake Light Switch problems. Turn Signal Switch
problems. Fog Light Switch problems. Two problems related to turn signal have been reported
for the Chevrolet Venture. The most recently reported issues are listed below. Please also check
out the statistics and reliability analysis of the Chevrolet Venture based on all problems
reported for the Venture. The contact owns a Chevrolet Venture. The contact stated that while
driving at 30 mph, there was a strong odor of burning wires. The contact mentioned that while
attempting to park, the turn signal lamps failed to illuminate. The contact parked and observed
that the lamps were melted and the bulbs were dark. The vehicle was not diagnosed or repaired.
The manufacturer was notified of the failure. The approximate failure mileage was , I have a
chevy Venture and when I purchased it, I noticed that the turn signals would start blinking real
fast on the dash. When I would look at them on the outside they were blinking fine, as was the
dash lights. This happened several times, so I thought that it was just the bulbs themselves.
Then on March 29, , I noticed a little puff of smoke come from the headlight area when my wife
pulled into our driveway. I luckily had a bulb from another car to replace it, but when I took the
assembly out and went to turn the connector to replace the bulb, and noticed it was hot.

Thinking that something did not seem right, I let it cool down and then removed it. What I saw
was the connector that holds the bulb was black and melted. It actually melted to the bulb itself.
I looked at the bulb and it was still good, other than the bottom plastic part. The white smoke I
had seen was either the connector catching on fire and melting or the melting of the plastic
itself. I never saw any flames. I cannot afford to replace the connector, nor would I risk my
family's life, so I have no turn signal. Then worse part is the driver side light was doing the
same thing as the passenger, but it has since stopped and is working properly now that the
passenger side bulb has been removed. Car Problems. Turn Signal problem 1. Turn Signal
problem 2. Other Exterior Lighting related problems of the Chevrolet Venture. Brake Light
problems Brake Light problems. Headlights problems. Tail Light Switch problems. Exterior
Lighting problems. Brake Light Switch problems. Question: Driver side turn signal works fine
when the brake is NOT applied. As soon as brake is applied, turn signal flashes very fast. Also
related, when cruise control is on and as soon as you turn on the driver side turn signal it turns
the cruise control off. When in reverse, the driver side turn signal does not work at all. Tried
replacing the bulbs and didn't work. Autozone suggested replacing the Brake light Switch.
Answer: As long as the bulbs that were replaced were the proper type, then this sounds like a
problem in the dr. Rear lamp circuit board assembly. Sometimes the connector gets corroded,
or the board shorts out internally, causing all kinds of odd lighting problems, shorting out, open
circuits, back feeding. Try swapping the entire assembly with the passenger side, and see if the
problems follow. If they do, then you have a problem in that board. Question: I was driving my
van for about 5 blocks. While I was pulling into a parking space, the ABS light came on at the
exact time I felt my van start to fight me. I had my foot on the gas pedal and the van almost
came to a complete stop similar to as if I was breaking. Why does my abs light come on.
Answer: An ABS light coming on when turning is usually the sign of a front wheel speed sensor
problem, or one of the harnesses going to each. This will usually not cause the problem of the
van fighting you and hard to keep it moving. If this van is all-wheel drive, then this could
happen. In that case, you may have a problem an ABS sensor or harness, or a problem in the
rear drive unit. Either way, the system would have to be scanned for trouble codes in order to
find out what system has a problem, and begin diag. What does it mean? Answer: I believe the
warning light symbol your are referring to is the low brake fluid warning. Check the brake fluid
in the reservoir to see if it is low. Many times if it is low, the light will come on when slowing
down, and go off when accelerating because the fluid is sloshing around. If it is low, then have
the system checked for leaks. Leaking rear wheel cylinders is a common cause for low fluid.
Also low front brakes pads can cause the system fluid to be low. More Questions For Chevy
Venture Van. Questions Lists All chevy Models. Our Automotive Trivia Game- Question 1 of 10
with 0 correct??? Q and A Main. How Things Work. It looks like you're new here. If you want to
get involved, click one of these buttons! Radio works fine. However, the headlamps come on
whenever the switch is on ACC also. Any ideas? I am not sure if this thread is even used by
other members now. I have some problems that I am trying to figure out that I started to get
yesterday. I started my Venture a few days ago and everything was running fine. I did a
headlight restore kit and the car was still fine. Yesterday I went and started it and all the gauge
lights came on. I turned the key and there was a "call error" on the radio display and the van
didn't even crank, just silence. All the lights were on the dash, the gauges didn't move and all
the interior lights came on. The "security", "battery" and "low fuel" light were coming on the
message centre. The tank has been filled since I bought the van three weeks ago and I haven't
driven it really. I have been starting it every few days without issue. I tried to start it a few more
times and the lights on the dash got dimmer and by the few times I did it the only light that was
on the dash was the "engine light" and it was very dim. None of the locks were working,
windows, interior light, headlights or taillight lights came on. When I was packing up getting
ready to leave, I could hear the gauges trying to move. I could hear the motor behind the
gauges. It happened for about 10 seconds and then stopped. This was when the key was
removed. I have never experienced this type of electrical problem before. The OEM key fob only
unlocks and it stopped working. Same with the aftermarket fob that is only for the van starter. I
changed most of the interior bulbs to LED and changed the passenger side power mirror since
it was damaged from the previous owner 48 hours after I bought it. It appears that something
was draining the battery. I don't have a voltage meter or an OBDll scanner. I am going to try and
boost the battery and see if that's what it is. The battery looks okay but I am not sure if the date
it was put in. I am going to try and find that out. If there is anyone that can offer any advice
would be great. I am kind of stumped. Since that the van isn't registered I am not able to get it
towed to my mechanic to get it checked. Thanks in advance. Howdy, Stranger! Sign in or
Register. On Edmunds. Visit Edmunds How-To Guides. Service Centers in. Browse Forums by:.
What Edmunds Says Pros. January Thank you for posting this mikeb50; I had a similar issue

with my Chevy Venture. The taillights and brake lights stopped working. My turn signals were
acting screwy too; sometimes the radio lights would blink when I used a turn signal. Sometimes
I would hit the right turn signal, but both would go on. I cleaned the contacts, especially the one
melting the connector plastic, cleaned the receptacle, attempted to bend the pin to make better
contact, and then added some dielectric grease. This fixed all the electrical problems. I will
replace the connectors eventually, but the parts store I called does not carry them. I assume I'll
need to go to a dealer. I'm having problems which I think might be the switch The fuse for the
cruise has been checked and changed just to be sure Since both functions are on the blinker
stick, think that might be the problem? I have Chevrolet van, when my panel lights went out my
tail lights did the same. I had tried changing the light switch 4 times and still nothing. Then one
day it just came on but then it didnt the next day. My mechanic friend checked all the fuse, they
are ok. Any idea what needs to be done? Please help because i do not know what else to do.
Thank you I'm completely useless when it comes to fixing my own car May edited May Hello all
and thanks for your help. We live in Georgia. Ruth and I bought this 98 venture when it was new.
We strapped our kids into the integrated child safety seats and drove many miles up and down
the east coast. The van now has miles on it and still runs like new. I went to the junk yard and
found several odds and ends that when installed made our van nearly perfect. I replaced the
drivers information center module with from a Montana and it seemed to work fine. I reset it and
the temp and compass work fine but the fuel usage info shows the dashed line which I think
indicates a bad fuel and or speed sensor. Does anyone know where these sensors are located?
May I found plenty of them at the junk yard. When splicing them in make sure that they are
soldered and heat shrink wrapped. Also make sure that the rubber gasket is good otherwise
water will enter the fixture housing. December June October Chevy Venture: Turn the key get
SILENCE and all panel lights go out battery symbol, seatbelt Had been making clicking noises
and then starting making me think its a starter solenoid but now its dead silence and total
electrical death. Whats your vote: solenoid, fuse, ignition switch,??? What should I do? Sign In
or Register to comment. It looks like you're new here. If you want to get involved, click one of
these buttons! Howdy, Stranger! Sign in or Register. On Edmunds. Visit Edmunds How-To
Guides. Service Centers in. Browse Forums by:. What Edmunds Says Pros. December in
Chevrolet. Does anyone know if and possibly where the fuses for all of the interior lights
-courtesy inside rear. There are no lights going on and I can't seem to find any fuse for this
problem in the fusebox under the hood. I checked the bulbs and they are good they just don't
work. Any help will be greatly appreciated. November December Have you checked that the
activation switch has not been accidently turned off? Thanks for the reply. Unfortunately the
only switch I really know about is the little wheel switch on the left hand side of the steering
wheel. I have googled "Chevy venture activation switch" with no results. Once again thank you
for all of your help. The switch should be located in the overhead switches on the ceiling. Yes,
the official name of the switch is the "Interior Lamps Override Switch" and is located in the
overhead console switchbank. At least is is on my Olds Silo. When he was younger, my
grandson liked to mess with these switches and sometimes left the interior lights turned off. I
do see a switch on the overhead console, one with a light with a crossed out circle on it. When
the regular headlight are on. I flip that switch and the lights still don't work. If you have any
other suggestions I will greatly appreciate them. Otherwise I'll have to get a test light and start
behind that switch. Sorry the easy fix was not there. I guess it's the old test light after all. A
wiring diagram might help. Not sure where to get one. On my 98 venture, the radio control lights
go out whenever the headlights comeon. It is kind of annoying because we can't tell what we
are listening to from about 5pm til 8 am. Has anyone run across this on this van? Is it possibly a
short somewhere? Thanks, John. When the headlights go on the dash lights including radio
lights are dimmed. The thinking is that the lights need not be as bright in the dark to see them.
The dash lights are also manually adjustable, with a horizontal wheel to the left of the steering
wheel I think. Thanks, but I have tried that already. That is what I thought initially but it didn't fix
it. Any other ideas? Is it only the radio lights that go out? If so, that is somewhat of a mystery. If
the dash lights also go out, then it may be a faulty component in the switching circuit when the
head lights are turned on. Yeah, it is only the radio components. That is what makes it strange.
Sorry about the time. I did in fact find a way to reroute. I took that overhead console apart and
shorted with a piece of wire. I used that and now the interior lights dim with the dimmer wheel. I
keep the wheel rotated as far right as possible without the click and just use the overhead
switch to turn on the interior lights. You have been great thanks for your help. I hope this kinda
helps for anyone else having this problem. A while ago the rear vent windows stopped opening.
Then the rear wiper and washer stopped. Is there a common wire harness or connector that may
have come apart? January I guess this is a bit similar to the post by bishop The dash lights
don't work when the headlights come on. It is intermittent in that it might work one time and not

the next. The overhead console switch that powers the interior lights also has a small circle with
a line through it on the switch that, unlike bishiop's problem, does not light up. Probably isn't
the dimmer switch as rotating the control dims the lights on the radio and when rotated fully
turns on the interior lights. The overhead console switch also seems to work fine as it turns the
interior lights on and off. Any ideas? Thanks, RP. I bought a manual and got the wire
schematics. Found the wiper fuse was blown and fixed that problem. The rear vents however,
still don't operate. Their fuse is good. Schematic shows a black wire from the front switch to the
rear motors. Along the way it switches to a brown wire. Anyone know where that junction is?
Motors can operate independently so I am still looking at the common line. The main and
auxiliary fans in my Chevy Venture have stopped working causing my van to overheat on
occasion. Along with the fans not working my compressor also isn't kicking on as they stopped
working relatively at the same time I think this points to an electrical problem. I have checked
the fuses and they all seem good. Any ideas would be greatly appreciated. I have a Venture Van.
When I put my van in reverse the turn signals come on dim and solid. When I turn on a turn
signal it clicks fast like a lightbulb needs replacing. When I turn on a turn signal and the brakes
together, the reverse lights come on. I have replaced all the bulbs with the correct bulbs and
replaced a bad panel in the rear. Still having the problem. I can't signal to turn at a stop light or
intersection, just waiting to get a ticket. Well, I've got the same problem with a 98 Venture. Fuse
for interior lights keeps popping. I'm not sure where to start. Ihave been having the same
problem, I looked at the connector to the rear light assembly and the wire in the middle of the
connector is melting away the plastic I replaced the connectors and it worked for a while ,but
now it has melted the new ones and is not working again. If you find the problem please let me
know. I have a Venture that had the same problem. GM claims it has to do with moisture getting
into the contacts causing an increase in resistance thus causing overheating to the point it
sometimes melts the plastic on the bulb. They suggest using Dielectric grease on the contacts
which is a good idea. Mine was always dry so not sure about their theory. I finally changed to a
Philips bulb as it seems to have a better plastic base for the bulb same number - and stands up
to the heat better. The base is clear and must be a better grade of plastic than the stock black
ones. Anyway, that plus the grease seems to have done the trick for me. I have also heard that if
you keep the brakes on for a long time it also causes the bulbs to overheat. However, it has only
ever occurred on the driver's side. Bottom line is it's a crappy design and they should go back
to the old bulbs with the base contacts. Oh well, progress and technology, what a mix. Hope
this helps. Cheers, RP. March My Chevy Venture's signals won't work. Checked the fuse, that's
okay. The four way flashers work. The bulbs are fine. The in-line flasher works. Does anyone
have any idea what might be wrong? Have a Venture van. The turn left signal socket is bad and I
want to replace it. Tried to find a NAPA seems they don't have one. Am I stuck at purchasing
one thru the dealer? It took me a few calls to the junk yards. This is my first time here, so if this
sounds weird I apologize!! My air isn't working Any help will be greatly appreciated!! April Have
you gotten this problem resolved??? I have the same problem with my 01 Venture. If I figure this
out I will let you know. I have a flickering light issue, all my lights flicker, all the time, inside and
out. Any thoughts? May I just purchased a Venture for a very good price. It needed a few repairs
I was able to do myself. The Airbag warning light remains on after I start it up. Also my temp
gauge stops working sometimes. It will start out working fine and after driving for about 10
miles or so it just goes down to "C" and stays there. I have an after market scan tool so I am
able to see the actual temp of the coolant. I drove to work and the gauge stopped working on
the way. When I returned home, both fans were running and the scan tool indicated the temp
was degrees. I found this strange because I had just driven 70 miles on the freeway. The intake
gasket and the thermostat was just replaced the cooling system just flushed 3 times. I Did not
use "Dexcool". You can see for yourself when you remove the cap on the radiator and overflow
bottle. I am wondering if there is something I can check to fix these problems. I have a lumina
mini van It starts run for a while then stalls and will not start for a long time after. I changed the
Crank sensor,cam sensor,Whole throttle body,and it still does the same thing please help? June
HI Venture Van 3. I need som help. The blower motor in my chevy venture will not shut off
unless I pull the breaker fuse in the fuse box. I have replaced the breaker switch and don't know
where to go from here. And suggestions would be a great help. July For as long as i have had
my venture I can say the only problem i have had with it is the headlight. They are not that
bright at night. I've tried adjusting and still the headlight really stink. Anybody have the same
problem and or have a solution? Thanks, Adam Lagrange, IN. October I have a 97 venture with
two electrical problems. The 1st to appear was the door locks would unlock themselves
repeatedly while driving or parked. Checked door locks and BCM body control module No luck.
The 2nd problem started a few weeks later. There is a sensor below the windshield that
brightens the radio display in daylight and dims it at night. Now the radio is normal in daylight

unlit at night. Could this be the problem? I have a Venture. When the headlights are on every
once in a while the instrument panel lights go off and when they do the tailights also go off.
Also, the fuel gauge doesnt work and the passenger side power mirror moves by itself! I have a
chevy venture. The bell dinger that alerts you that the keys are in the ignition or the headlights
are on keeps going off for no apparent reason, in fact it gets faster when I take the keys out of
the ignition! Few weeks later right headlight goes out, replace it, it works but the left headlight is
not on any longer Anyone else have this issue? Just bought a used Venture. No owner's
Manual. The interior lights do not come on when the doors open. They work, but only when I
manually turn the lights on. Is there some switch I need to hit to allow for them to come on
automatically? Also, the back seat overhead controls for the heat also do not seem to work,
even when I put the front switch on "R" Had the same issue with our Venture - replaced
alternator -no more flicker. Low voltage in any vehicle can make the electronics do weird things
- if the supply voltage isn't right it gets everything "confused" Good Luck - these alternators are
a royal pain to replace. Hi Adamsmith My friends venture is doing the same thing and i wanna
help her out as much as possible. Sorry first time I do this. My chevy venture van is having
electrical problems. If anyone out there has any info please write me back. Just in case this is
what is happening I have no tail lights, no dash lights, and no auto daytime running lights but i
do have manual headlights and tail lights. Thanks to all who help!!!!! If you know where this
powerwire is , why not take it elsewhere a place you trust and get some more prices. Or, you
can buy this wire yourself and just pay for the labour at a cheaper place. Just a thought. I'll
assume you're talking about the fron
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subaru on grand
t HVAC blower. You may want to check your blower motor resistor - its located right behind the
blower motor in the passenger side wheel well but typically when they fail you lose 1 or more
speeds on your blower. But I'm thinking that your fan speed selector switch is shot - sounds
like its sending voltage to the resistor even when you put it in the off position. Its a pretty
simple circuit so its got to be 1 or the other. BTW - blower motor resistor failures are common
on Ventures Hi All, I have a Chevy Venture that is behaving a little strangely. It appears that the
brake lights are not working at all. When we depress the brake pedal the intensity of the lights
do not increase at all. I also took the lights out of the housing and noticed that the second
filament does not light up when the brake is depressed. I have replaced the bulbs with brand
new ones. What could be causing this issue? Is there something wrong in the electrical? Thank
you for any help Sign In or Register to comment.

